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THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE � MESONPHOTOPRODUCTION AMPLITUDESL. Le±niakH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandand A.P. SzzepaniakPhysis Department and Nulear Theory CenterIndiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405, USA(Reeived Marh 31, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayP -wave amplitudes for elasti K+K� photoprodution on hydrogennear the �(1020) resonane have been derived in an analytial form anda partial wave deomposition of the amplitudes has been performed. Wedisuss the high energy limit of the resulting amplitudes and ompare twotypes of pomeron oupling to nuleons.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.75.Lb1. IntrodutionStudies of photoprodution proesses are very useful in appliation tomeson spetrosopy. The ross setions for vetor meson photo- or eletro-prodution are relatively high sine these proesses are di�rative at mediumand high photon energies. Many aspets of photoprodution reations ofthe �, !, �, J=	 and other vetor mesons have been studied over a fewdeades [1℄ and these reations ontinue attrating signi�ant attention [2℄.After onstrution of the HERA ollider, energies and momentum transfersaessible for photoprodution have been substantially inreased [3,4℄. Hereone should underline many important ontributions of Jan Kwiei«ski in the�eld of high energy eletron and photon interations (see, for example hisontributions in [2℄ and [5℄).Most of the known mesons are suessfully lassi�ed as nonets of the qqquark model. The salar mesons, however, esape suh a simple lassi�ationand are usually referred to as �unusual� mesons. Their properties are lively(3389)



3390 L. Le±niak, A.P. Szzepaniakdisussed in theoretial and experimental papers (see, for example, a note onsalar mesons by Spanier and Törnqvist in [6℄). There is also a new proposed,GlueX/Hall D experiment at the energy upgraded Je�erson Laboratory inthe US, to study prodution and deay harateristis of gluoni exitationsand unusual mesons [7℄.Prodution of salar mesons by photon beams is suppressed in ompari-son with prodution of vetor mesons. In partiular, these are the ases ofthe f0(980) or the a0(980) meson photoprodution. Nevertheless, even if theross setion for the f0(980) photoprodution was too small to be diretlymeasurable, it is possible to see e�ets of the f0(980) through interferenesin the K+K� deay hannel of the �(1020) meson. Experiments exploringsuh e�ets have been done at DESY [8, 9℄ and at the Daresbury Labora-tory [10℄. In the �rst experiment, performed in the photon energy range from4.6 to 6.7 GeV and at low momentum transfers squared jtj < 0:2 GeV=2,the interferene of f0(980) with �(1020) has been observed as a forward�bakward asymmetry in the K+ angular distribution. This enabled to setthe upper limit for the total f0(980) photoprodution. In the Daresbury ex-periment, performed at slightly lower energies, between 2.8 and 4.8GeV andat muh wider momentum transfers, jtj up to 1.5 (GeV/)2, the interferenebetween the dominant P -wave, orresponding to the �(1020) prodution,and the S-wave has also been learly seen. The interpretation of the data,however was not unique. The authors of Ref. [10℄ obtained values of thetotal f0(980) photoprodution ross setion between 10 and 100 nb, wherethe �rst value was obtained under the assumption of a nonresonant S-waveand the seond, for a resonating f0(980) ontribution to the S-wave.In 1998 the theoretial results of the oupled hannel analysis of theS-wave �� and KK photoprodution at a few GeV laboratory photon mo-mentum have been published [11℄. The �nal state interations in two han-nels for the e�etive two-pion or two-kaon masses below and above the KKthreshold have been inluded. The momentum transfer distributions and thee�etive mass distributions as well as the total S-wave ross setions havebeen alulated. The results indiate that the �� and KK photoprodutionproesses should be experimentally aessible and ould provide valuableinformation on the struture of the underlying salar resonanes. Reentlythe experimental results on large momentum transfer photoprodution of�(1020) mesons using the CLAS detetor at Je�erson Laboratory have beenpublished [13℄ and low-momentum transfer data for �0�0 prodution areexpeted from the Hall B Radphi [14℄ experiment.The omponent of the P -wave (�(1020)) amplitude whih an interferewith the S-wave amplitude is di�erent from the dominant P -wave amplitude.In most phenomenologial models of � photoprodution only amplitudesorresponding to the � spin projetion equal to the photon spin projetion,



Theoretial Model of the � Meson Photoprodution Amplitudes 3391+1 (or �1) were onsidered. This is a onsequene of the s-hannel heliityonservation in peripheral prodution. The S-wave of the produed pair ofkaons, however, an interfere only with the non-dominant P -wave heliityamplitude whih orresponds to the �nal KK pair angular momentum pro-jetion on the quantisation axis equal to zero. Therefore, to treat the S�Pinterferene phenomena of the K+K� prodution in viinity of the �(1020)mass one has to make a model of all P -wave photoprodution amplitudesand not only of the dominant heliity omponent. The prinipal aim of thispaper is to formulate a relevant model of these amplitudes (for other modelsof the � meson photoprodution, see for example [15�20℄, [23℄ and [24℄.In Se. 2 we present a model of the elasti K+K� photoprodution onproton suitable for the photon energies well above the �(1020) produtionthreshold. In Se. 3 we write expliit expressions for twelve independentspin amplitudes. Se. 4 is devoted to a disussion of the high energy limit.In Se. 5 alternative pomeron exhange amplitudes are ompared to theamplitudes derived in Se. 3. Conluding remarks are given in Se. 6.2. Model of the P -wave photoprodution of the K+K� pairsLet us onsider the elasti photoprodution of K+K� pairs on the pro-ton from the KK threshold to the KK e�etive mass range inluding the�(1020) resonane. We know from [11℄ that 8 amplitudes are needed todesribe the S-wave of the K+K� system. In addition to the S-wave am-plitudes we have to onstrut 24 P -wave amplitudes in the above e�etivemass range. They depend on two spin projetions of the photon (� = �1),three spin projetions of the � (M = 1; 0;�1), two inoming proton spinprojetions (s1 = �1=2) and two �nal proton spin projetions (s2 = �1=2).Parity onservation plaes further restritions on the amplitudes and thesewill be disussed later. If we inlude only S and P partial waves so that themaximum value of the K+K� angular momentum J equals to one then thereation  + p! K+ +K� + p (1)is desribed by 36 amplitudes T JM (�; s1; s2). We denote the photon four-momentum by q, the initial and �nal proton four-momenta by p1 and p2and the produed kaon K+ and K� four-momenta by k1 and k2, respe-tively. The amplitudes T JM (�; s1; s2) depend on �ve independent kinemati-al variables s; t;MKK and 
K , where s and t are the Mandelstam variablesequal to square of the total energy in the enter of mass system and thefour-momentum transfer squared, respetively. MKK is the K+K� e�etivemass and 
K denotes the K+ solid angle. The KK enter of mass system,in whih k1 + k2 = 0, is a onvenient frame of referene to disuss kaon an-



3392 L. Le±niak, A.P. Szzepaniakgular distributions. One an hoose the z-axis antiparallel to the diretionof the reoiling proton and the y-axis parallel to p1 � p2, where p1 is theinitial proton momentum and p2 is the �nal proton momentum. Thus thephoton momentum q lies in the x�z plane being the �-proton produtionplane. We hoose the x-axis in suh a way that the x-omponent of p1 ispositive and onsequently the projetion of q on the x-axis is negative. Thisframe, alled the s-hannel heliity frame, is onvenient to study the waveinterferene.Let us assume that the main prodution mehanism of two kaons hasa di�rative harater and proeeds in two steps. In the �rst step the �(1020)meson is produed on a proton and in the seond step it deays into twokaons. One an assume that the �(1020) is produed via soft pomeronexhange whih leads to almost purely imaginary amplitude at small mo-mentum transfers [21℄. The KK e�etive mass distribution of the � deayan be simply related to the relativisti Breit�Wigner propagatorBW(MKK) = 1(M2� �M2KK � iM���) ; (2)where M� and �� are the �(1020) meson mass and total width. We onsiderthe following P -wave amplitudeTP (�; s1; s2) = F (s; t) BW(MKK)u(p2; s2)�u(p1; s1)w�� ; (3)where w�� = q�"� � (k1 � k2)� q � (k1 � k2)"�� : (4)In (3) F (s; t) is a phenomenologial funtion whih should be suitably pa-rameterised to reprodue the energy, s and t-dependene of the experimentalross setion for the �(1020) photoprodution. Its analytial form an de-pend on the t-range overed in a given experiment. The four-omponentDira spinors of inoming and outgoing protons are denoted by u(p1; s1)and u(p2; s2), respetively; �, � = 0; 1; 2; 3, are the Dira matries and "��,� = �1, are the photon polarisation four-vetors.Using the Dira equations for proton spinors in the initial and �nal statesone an rewrite the P -wave amplitude in an equivalent formTP (�; s1; s2) = F (s; t) BW(MKK)u(p2; s2)�u(p1; s1)v�� ; (5)where v�� = k�"� � (k1 � k2)� q � (k1 � k2)"�� (6)and k = k1 + k2 is the � meson four-momentum. The P -wave amplitude,introdued above, is gauge invariant. It an be expressed as a sum of three



Theoretial Model of the � Meson Photoprodution Amplitudes 3393partial waves T 1M (�; s1; s2) orresponding to three di�erent � spin proje-tions M TP (�; s1; s2) = XM=1;0;�1T 1M (�; s1; s2)Y 1M (
K) ; (7)where Y 1M (
K) are the spherial harmonis.The resulting amplitudes are invariant under parity transformation. Thisproperty an be used to eliminate 12 of the 24 heliity amplitudes sinethey satisfy the following symmetry relations (valid also for the S-wave,J = 0) [22℄T J�M (��;�s1;�s2) = (�1)M�s2��+s1 T JM (�; s1; s2) : (8)Using this symmetry one an onsider only amplitudes with � = +1 andthen one an refer to T 11 (1; s1; s2) as the non-�ip amplitude, T 10 (1; s1; s2)as the single-�ip amplitude and T 1�1(1; s1; s2) as the double-�ip amplitude.The �rst amplitude is dominant and the seond one is responsible for theS�P interferene.The four-fold di�erential ross setion an be expressed in terms of theheliity amplitudes T JM (�; s1; s2) in the following wayd�d
dMKKdt = 14 XJ;M;�;s1;s2 ���T JM (�; s1; s2)Y JM (
K)���2 : (9)3. Expliit form of the P -wave amplitudesLet us proeed to a derivation of the P -wave amplitudes. In the �rststep one an evaluate the matrix element onsisting of the Dira matries� � (0;)u(p2; s2)�u(p1; s1)v� = u(p2; s2)(v00 � v � )u(p1; s1) : (10)We get u(p2; s2)0u(p1; s1) = fuys2(A� iB � �)us1 ; (11)A = 1 + r1 � r2 ; (12)B = r1 � r2 ; (13)f = [(E1 +m)(E2 +m)℄1=2 (14)and u(p2; s2)v� � u(p1; s1) = f uys2(C� +D� � �)us1 ; (15)C� = v� � (r1 + r2) ; (16)D� = i � [v� � (r1 � r2)℄ : (17)



3394 L. Le±niak, A.P. SzzepaniakIn (11) and (15) us1 and us2 are two-omponent Pauli spinors for theinoming and outgoing protons, and the Dira spinors are normalised to2m, m being the proton mass; E1 and E2 are the energies of the inomingand outgoing proton, respetively. The vetors r1 and r2 are de�ned asr1 = p1E1 +m; r2 = p2E2 +m : (18)The three Pauli matries are denoted by �. The formulae (11) till (18) arevalid in any referene frame.In the following evaluation of the transition amplitudes we use the trans-verse gauge so the fourth omponent of the photon polarisation "�0 = 0. Inthe � enter of mass frame one an express the four vetor v�� = (v�0 ;v�) asfollows v�0 = �2MKK "� � k1 ; (19)v� = 2q � k1 "� : (20)Let us denote the polar angle of the K+ meson by � and the azimuthalangle by �. The polar angle of the photon momentum q is alled �q, so theomponents of q are q = jqj(� sin �q; 0; os �q) : (21)The photon polarisation vetors are perpendiular to q and are equal to"� = � �p2(os �q; i�; sin �q) : (22)Using the energy and momentum onservation one an alulate the kine-matial variables expressed in the � enter of mass frame in terms of theinvariants s, t and MKKE1 = s�m2 + t2MKK ; E2 = s�m2 �M2KK2MKK ; (23)jqj = MKK2 � t2MKK ; (24)and os �q = E21 �E22 � jqj22jqjjp2j : (25)The partial wave deomposition of the P -wave amplitude (3) is performedby taking into aount two identities valid for the salar produts present in(19) and in (20) "� � k1 = ��4�3 �1=2 XM=�1;0 b�M Y 1M (
K) ; (26)



Theoretial Model of the � Meson Photoprodution Amplitudes 3395b�M = Æ�M + os �q � 12 (�1)��M2 for M = �1 ; (27)b�0 = �� sin �qp2 ; (28)and q � k1 = jqj ��4�3 �1=2 XM=�1;0�M Y 1M(
K) ; (29)�1 = sin �qp2 ; �0 = os �q ; ��1 = � sin �qp2 : (30)The quantity � in (26) and (29) is the magnitude of the relative kaon mo-mentum in the � .m. frame. This momentum is related to the e�etiveKK mass � = �M2KK4 �m2K�1=2 ; (31)where mK is the kaon mass. The matrix elements (11) and (15) depend onthe proton heliities s1 and s2, so they form 2 � 2 matries, in whih the�rst index s1 = �1=2 labels olumns and the seond one s1 = �1=2 labelsrows. Below we de�ne four spin matries and write their matrix elementsNs1s2 � uys2us1 = � ~s ~�~ ~s � ; (32)Nxs1s2 � uys2�xus1 = � ~ �~s�~s �~ � ; (33)Nys1s2 � uys2�yus1 = � i~ �i~si~s i~ � ; (34)N zs1s2 � uys2�zus1 = � �~s �~�~ ~s � : (35)We have introdued the following abbreviations in the matries writtenabove ~ = os��12 � ; ~s = sin��12 � ; (36)



3396 L. Le±niak, A.P. Szzepaniakwhere �1 denotes the polar angle of the initial proton in the s-hannel heliityframe. The following kinematial relation together with formulae (23) anbe useful in omputations of partial wave amplitudesos �1 = m2 �E1 E2 � t2jp1jjp2j : (37)The angle �1 of the initial proton tends to 180Æ in the limit of high photonenergy and at small momentum transfers. Let us remark here that the polarangle of the �nal proton is always equal to 180Æ in our referene frame.Finally, putting together the expressions given by (5)�(7), (10)�(20),(26)�(30) and (32)�(35) one obtains the P -wave partial wave amplitudesT 1M (�; s1; s2) = R [Ns1s2(MKKb�MA+ jqj�MG�) +Nxs1s2 jqj�MH�x+Nys1s2(�iMKKb�M jBj+ jqj�MH�y) +N zs1s2 jqj�MH�z ℄ ; (38)where G� = "� � (r1 + r2); (39)H�x ;H�y ;H�z are the omponents of the vetorH� = i"� � (r1 � r2) (40)and the ommon fators are inluded in the R funtion de�ned asR = �2�4�3 �1=2 �fF (s; t) BW(MKK) : (41)4. High energy limitIt is instrutive to alulate the photoprodution amplitudes in the limitof high photon energy. This is a limit in whih the invariant s is muh largerthat the momentum transfer squared and it is also larger than the squareof the e�etive mass MKK . Let us notie that in this limit the energies orthe momenta of the inoming and the outgoing protons in the � .m. frameare of the same order. Using the formulae (38)�(40) and (13) one an notiethat terms proportional to B, D�x , D�y and D�z vanish as 1=s in the limits ! 1. It is su�ient to disuss only one ase of the photon polarisation� = 1. Due to the symmetry property (8) the amplitudes with � = �1are related to the previous ase of � = 1 . Next one an verify that theoe�ients b1� behave as followsb11 � 1 ; b10 � �p�2tMKK ; b1�1 � �tM2KK ; (42)



Theoretial Model of the � Meson Photoprodution Amplitudes 3397sine os �q � 1 + tM2KK1� tM2KK : (43)The presene of the symbol Æ�M in (27) means that the � amplitude, whihonserves the heliity of the photon, dominates at high energy and the lowmomentum transfers (the so-alled s-hannel heliity onservation). Nextwe see that in the same limitT 11 (1; s1; s2) = 2RNs1s2MKK ; (44)T 10 (1; s1; s2) = �RNs1s2p�2t (45)and T 1�1(1; s1; s2) � 0(1=s) : (46)From (44) and (45) one noties that the � prodution with heliity 0 isredued if �t is muh smaller than the square of the e�etive mass MKK.The amplitude T 1�1 is of the order of 1=s and is negligible at high energies.Let us make a omment on the behaviour of prodution amplitudes asfuntions of the proton heliities. In the high energy limit one has~s � 1 ; ~ �MKKp�ts : (47)Inspeting the expression in (32) for Ns1s2 we immediately notie dominaneof the proton heliity non-�ip amplitudes in the KK photoprodution overproton heliity �ip amplitudes if s�MKKp�t.5. �Salar� pomeron versus �vetor� pomeronIn Söding's paper [15℄ one an �nd an expression for the di�rative �photoprodution amplitude on a nuleon whih is di�erent from the P -waveamplitude written in (3) or in (5). While the later amplitude has a typial�vetor� or photon-like oupling of the exhanged pomeron to the nuleonthe former amplitude is typial for the �salar� pomeron oupling. Suh�salar� type amplitudes have been used in desription of the � photopro-dution in [18℄ and in [20℄. The Söding type amplitude adapted for the �photoprodution is proportional toU(�; s1; s2) = V� u(p2; s2)u(p1; s1) ; (48)where V� = q � k "� � (k1 � k2)� q � (k1 � k2) "� � k : (49)



3398 L. Le±niak, A.P. SzzepaniakThis amplitude has a fatorised form. The fator V� in the � .m. frame isgiven by V� = �2MKK jqj "� � k1 : (50)The nuleon part whih depends only on the proton spin projetions readsu(p2; s2)u(p1; s1) = f [(2�A)Ns1s2 + ijBjNys1s2 ℄ : (51)We make the partial wave deomposition of U(�; s1; s2) as followsU(�; s1; s2) = XM=1;0;�1U1M (�; s1; s2)Y 1M (
K) : (52)Then the partial wave amplitudes in the �salar� pomeron model readU1M (�; s1; s2) = Z b�M [(2 �A)Ns1s2 + ijBjNys1s2 ℄ ; (53)where Z = �2�4�3 �1=2 �fMKK jqj : (54)The alulation of the high energy limit spei�ed in the previous hapter anbe done using the expliit form of the funtions A and B de�ned in (12),(13), (18) and (42). One obtainsU1M (�; s1; s2) = Z b�M 4mMKKs �Ns1s2 + ip�t2m Nys1s2� : (55)We notie that the amplitudes orresponding to the �salar� pomeron ex-hange are suppressed as 1=s at high energies. There is also another di�er-ene between (55) and (45�46), namely the proton heliity �ip ontributionsoming from the seond part of (55) proportional to Nys1s2 , an be importantat �t omparable to m2.6. Conluding remarksPhotoprodution of kaon pairs with invariant mass near 1 GeV is dom-inated by the �(1020) resonane. This is lose to the K �K threshold andthrough S- and P - wave interferene an give important insight into the softmeson-meson interations and a possibility of formation of mesoni boundstates. The entangled P -wave K �K state from the �(1020) deay has beenreognised as a tool for studies of CP and possible CPT violations [25℄, andthe possibility of using both S- and P - wave ombinations opens up morepossibilities for suh studies [26℄.
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